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Continuous improvements in technology have caused the volume of data to increase dramatically over the past
few decades. Consequently, the size of datasets has been increasing rapidly across many scientific disciplines,
which poses great challenges in terms of information and knowledge extraction. Traditional issues, such as the
multi-scale variability of data or the presence of extremes, noise and outliers, become harder to handle. Besides,
new pitfalls must be addressed. They mainly follow from the empty space phenomenon and the increase in
computational efficiency requirements.

IDmining is an R package that deals with the above-mentioned problems. It contains algorithms that were
developed according to the following idea: data points often reside on a non-linear manifold of much lower
dimension than that of the space in which they are embedded. Traditionally, the dimension of such a manifold
is called Intrinsic Dimension (ID). However, the proposed package considers the more general case where the
data ID can be a non-integer value, and it relies on the Morisita estimator (a fractal-based estimator) for the ID
computation. Thus, IDmining uses the (possibly non-integer) ID of data to perform data mining tasks, such as
spatial autocorrelation detection and quantification as well as supervised and unsupervised feature selection.

In the presented work, the main functions of IDmining are explained and applied to real-world datasets
(hyperspectral images, environmental pollution, renewable energy). The goal is to show the ease of use and the
efficiency of the functions. Finally, future developments are discussed with regard to the use of ID in challenging
data mining tasks.
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